Deformable self-propelled particles with a global coupling.
We have proposed a model of deformable self-propelled particles in which the time-evolution equations are given in terms of the center-of-mass velocity and a nematic order parameter representing the motion-induced deformation [T. Ohta and T. Ohkuma, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 154101 (2009)]. We investigate its many-body problem applying a global orientational coupling. Depending on the strength of the interaction, the self-propelled particles exhibit various kinds of collective dynamics and chaotic behavior: a ballistic procession state, a scattered state, a coherently phase synchronized state, two types of in-phase synchronized state, and an anomalously diffusive state. The phase reduction method for the weak coupling regime reveals the bifurcations between the secular collective motions. The phase boundary among the chaos regime and the synchronized regimes is determined by the linear stability analysis of the synchronized states.